Lot streaming is a technique used to split the processing of lots into several sublots (transfer batches) to allow the overlapping of operations in a multistage manufacturing systems thereby shortening the production time (makespan). The objective of this paper is to minimize the makespan and total flow time of n-job, m-machine lot streaming problem in a flow shop with equal and variable size sublots and also to determine the optimal sublot size. In recent times researchers are concentrating and applying intelligent heuristics to solve flow shop problems with lot streaming. In this research, Firefly Algorithm (FA) and Artificial Immune System (AIS) algorithms are used to solve the problem. The results obtained by the proposed algorithms are also compared with the performance of other worked out traditional heuristics. The computational results shows that the identified algorithms are more efficient, effective and better than the algorithms already tested for this problem.
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Introduction
This paper concentrates on solving the lot streaming problem in flow shop scheduling systems. The flow shop problem can be briefly described as follows: A set of jobs and a set of machines are given. Each job consists of a sequence of operations, which need to be processed during an uninterrupted time period of a given length on a given machine. A schedule is an allocation of the operations to time intervals on the machines. In a traditional flow shop, each job must be processed on every machine and all jobs must follow the same machine sequence (route). One of the common restrictions made in most research studies is that a job cannot be transferred to the next machine before its processing is finished. This need not be the case in many practical situations because a job may be split in to a number of smaller sub lots. When a sub lot of the job is completed, it can be immediately moved to the next machine. By splitting jobs, the idle time on successive machines can be reduced. The process of splitting jobs into sub lots is usually called "Lot Streaming" which was first introduced by Reiter 1 . So, Lot streaming represents the concept of dividing a lot into multiple smaller sublots, so that they can be transferred to the next stage immediately upon their completion. For the application of Firefly algorithm and Artificial Immune System algorithm, as a result of operation overlapping, idling time of machines, makespan and total flow time can be substantially reduced.
Comparison of experimental results with other meta heuristics have clearly shown the competence of the FA and AIS algorithms in solving flow shop scheduling problems and the improvement in optimal solutions.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: In the subsequent section, describes the literature review and section 3 explains the problem statement. Section 4 addresses the determination of schedules applying Firefly algorithm. Section 5 addresses the determination of schedules applying Artificial Immune System algorithm. Section 6 provides the numerical illustration of the proposed algorithms. Section 7 provides a detailed analysis of computational results. Brief conclusions are summarized in section 8.
Literature Review
Many researchers have attempted on different directions to solve lot streaming problems using various techniques. But the usage of intelligent algorithms proved to be an effective tool for solving these types of problems. The details of some of the major research work carried out to solve lot streaming problems are discussed and presented in detail in this section. Some studies showed that lot streaming can significantly improve the schedule performance with respect to the makespan as reported by and discrete sublot sizes and presented the combination of simulation and tabu search with the objective of minimizing makespan. This work proved that heuristic algorithms provide efficient results compared to the deterministic models. Quan-Ke Pan et al. 10 presented Shuffled Frog Leaping Algorithm (SFLA) for solving a lot-streaming flow shop scheduling problem with equalsize sublots, where a criterion is to minimize makespan under both an idling and no-idling production cases. Serdar Birogul et al. 11 examined how the lot streaming affects both the Gantt scheme and the genetic algorithm, and how to adapt the Hybrid Genetic Algorithms (HGA) to job shop scheduling problems. An ant based algorithm for solving multi-level lot sizing problems based on the concept of MAX-MIN ant system was proposed and evaluated by Rapeepan Pitakaso et al. 12 .Marimuthu et al. 13 proposed two meta heuristics, namely Simulated Annealing algorithm (SA) and Tabu Search algorithm (TS), to evolve the optimal sequence for makespan and total flow time criteria in an m-machine flow shop with lot streaming. Marimuthu et al.
14 addressed two more evolutionary algorithms namely, Genetic Algorithm (GA) and Hybrid Evolution Algorithm (HEA) to evolve best sequence for makespan/total flow time criterion for mmachine flow shop involved with lot streaming and set-up time. Marimuthu et al. 15 23 presented an economic production lot size model with lot streaming to minimize the total relevant cost. Subhash C. Sarin et al. 24 presented a polynomial-time procedure for determining the number of sublots of a single-lot, multiple-machine flow shop lotstreaming problem in order to minimize makespan, mean flow time, work-in-process where sub lot-attached setup and transfer times. Suk-Hun Yoon, Jose A. Ventura The literature review reveals that m-machine flow shop under lot sizing is one of the active areas of research. From the extensive literature survey carried out, it is identified that FA and AIS algorithms are not used to solve the lot streaming problems. It is observed that only few papers addressed that lot streaming in flow shops with variable sublots. This research gap is bridged by applying the FA and AIS algorithms for the flow shop lot streaming problem with equal and variable size sublots with the objective of minimizing the makespan and total flow time and to determine the optimal sublot size.
Problem Statement
The sequencing and scheduling problem considered in this paper is n job -m machine flow shop scheduling problem with equal and variable lot streaming. Statement of the problem, Illustrative example and mathematical formulation of the problem are described in this section. Figure 1 shows an example schedule of 2 jobs, each with 3 equal sublots in the sequence 1-2 being processed through three machines. The first job completes its process at time F 1 and the second job at time F 2 in the schedule. The sum of F 1 and F 2 is the total flow time value of the schedule and the maximum of F 1 or F 2 thus becomes the makespan (MP) of the schedule. The problem of m-machine flow shop with equal lot streaming and setup time can be stated as: Let P ij denote the processing time of the job j on machine
Statement of the Problem (equal sublots)
denote size of sublot k on machine i. Thus, the processing time of this sub lot is P ij X jk . The sub lots are consistent if X jk = x j,k+1 for 1≤ j≤ n, 1≤ k ≤ n j , X jk and X j,k+1 contain the same items; otherwise the sublots are variable. Let ∆ i be the idle time on the machine i and n j be the number of sublots of job j. Determination of optimal makespan time and total flow time of a sequence of n-jobs available at time zero in a m-machine flow shop in which first sub lot of j th job is set on machine i on its arrival with the setup time of S ij and all the number of equal size sub lots n j of job j are processed continuously on machine i. Makespan (MP) for 3 machine 2 job problem (figure.1) is written as follows:
Statement of the Problem (variable sublots)
The problem considered in this section can be described as follows: there are n jobs and m machines in a flow shop. Each job j J = {1,2,…n} will be sequentially processed on m machines and the job sequence is the same on each machine i M = {1,2,…m}. In order to reduce the lead time and to accelerate the production, each job j can be split into number of sublots with variable size. Once the processing of a sublot on a machine is completed, it can be transferred to the downstream machine immediately. Similarly, all the sublots of job j should be processed continuously. At any time, each machine can process at most one sublot and each sublot can be processed on at most one machine. Let the processing time of each sublot of job j on machine i be P ij , and the setting of first sublot of each job j on machine i consumes a time of S ij on its arrival to that machine. Given that the release time of all jobs is zero, and sublot transportation time is included in the processing time, then the objective is to find a sequence with the optimal sublot to minimize the makespan and total flow time. Let C ij be the completion time of job j in machine i , T ij be the total flow time of job j in machine i and ( ) be the arrival time of j th job on (i+1) machine. Let Z be the makespan objective function and Y be the total flow time objective function, the model is
Equation (2) shows that makespan is greater than or equal to completion time of job j in machine i. Equation (3) shows that total flow time is greater than or equal to completion time of job j in machine i. Equation (4) calculates a schedule of jobs that minimizes makespan. Equation (5) determines a schedule of jobs that minimizes total flow time. Equation (6) computes arrival time of current job sequence to be processed is greater than completion time of previous job sequence. Equation (7) shows setup time of all job j on all machine i is greater than or equal to zero. Equation (8) shows processing time of all job j on all machine i is greater than or equal to zero. Equation (9) shows completion time of job j on machine i is greater than or equal to zero. Equation (10) shows total flow time of job j on machine i is greater than or equal to zero. . The swarm of fireflies will move to brighter and more attractive locations by the flashing light intensity that associated with the objective function of problem considered in order to obtain efficient optimal solutions. The development of firefly-inspired algorithm was based on three idealized rules 28 : i) artificial fireflies are unisex so that sex is not an issue for attraction; ii) attractiveness is proportional to their flashing brightness which decreases as the distance from the other firefly increases due to the fact that the air absorbs light. Since the most attractive firefly is the brightest one, to which it convinces neighbours moving toward. In case of no brighter one, it freely moves any direction; and iii) the brightness of the flashing light can be considered as objective function to be optimized. In this work, the evaluation on the goodness of schedules is measured by the makespan, which can be calculated using equation (11) , where C k is completed time of job k. Minimize: C max = max (C 1 , C 2 …C k ) ……… (11) The distance between any two fireflies i and j at x i and x j , respectively, can be defined as a Cartesian distance (r ij ) using equation (12), where x i,k is the k th component of the spatial coordinate x i of the i th firefly and d is the number of dimensions 16 .
The calculation of attractiveness function of a firefly is shown in equation (13),
, with m ≥ 1 (13) The movement of a firefly i which is attracted by a more attractive (i.e., brighter) firefly j is given by the following equation (14),
The settings of FA parameters: Light absorption coefficient (γ) = 1.0, Randomization parameter (α) = 0.3, Attractiveness value (β 0 ) = 1.0 and rand= 0.2. 
General Schema of FA
Numerical Illustration
The results of the algorithms for an example problem (5job-2machine) are given in this section. Table 1 & 2 provides the data considered for equal and variable sublots in the example problem. 6.1FA for makespan criterion Table 3 illustrates FA for equal sublots, how the reproduced sequences (new population) are evolved from the seed sequence (old population) and also the determination of makespan. The final job sequence is 1-2 -5 -3-4, the corresponding makespan time is 45 and it is shown in Figure 3 .
Published by Atlantis Press Copyright: the authors 1191 Table 4 illustrates FA for variable size sublots, how the reproduced sequences (new population) are evolved from the seed sequence (old population) and also the determination of makespan with sublot size. The final result is 5-3-1-2-4, the corresponding makespan time is 85, Sublot Size is {132}{543}{46}{3212}{1233} and it is shown in figure 4 . Table 5 illustrates AIS algorithms for equal sublots, how the reproduced sequences (new population) are evolved from the seed sequence (old population) and also the determination of makespan. 
AIS for makespan criterion
The final job sequence is 5-4 -1 -2-3, the corresponding makespan time is 46 and it is shown in Figure 5 . Table 6 illustrates AIS algorithms for variable size sublots, how the reproduced sequences (new population) are evolved from the seed sequence (old population) and also the determination of makespan with sublot size. The final result is 3-5-1-2-4, the corresponding makespan time is 87, Sublot Size is {354}{213}{46}{3221}{1323} and it is shown in figure 6 . 
Performance Analysis
Test problem instances generation
Different test problems of several job size and machine are generated with the prescribed bounds for equal and variable size sublots are presented in the Table 7 . The results for FA and AIS are simulated with the help of a C++ program on a Core i3 Processor system of 3.10GHz and 4 GB RAM. The processing time is much less than a minute. 31 ). It is clear from the tables, that the proposed FA and AIS outperforms the other compared algorithms at the same computational time. We also find that FA provides higher quality results for makespan and total flow time, compared with AIS in given number of iterations. 
Conclusion
This paper has addressed the n-job, m-machine lot streaming problem in a flow shop with equal and variable size sub lots, where the objective is to minimize the makespan and total flow time. The two proposed heuristics FA and AIS, both suitable for providing solutions to any scheduling criterion. In order to verify the feasibility and the performance of the proposed algorithms, four different problem sets were tested. The success rate is defined by the ratio between the number of problems for which a particular method was the best solution and the total number of problems solved. Therefore, when two methods get the best solution for the same problem, their percentages of success are the same. Computational results summarized in tables clearly shows that the proposed FA and AIS outperform the other algorithms reported in the literature. The proposed algorithm sufficiently describes the processing dynamics of individual lots and enables the simultaneous determination of schedules on machines with equal and variable sublot sizes. FA and AIS optimize the makespan, as well as total flow time of jobs with the test problem instances generated using a random generation method. The comparison between them reveals that FA performs better than AIS in providing quality solutions with small increase in generations. This work can be extended by implementing other local search techniques and testing the features to solve combinatorial optimization problems, dynamic problems in real variables and other stochastic problems. The parameters of FA and AIS are tested with limited number of problem sets. It could be fine-tuned and related to problem size with more rigorous analysis so that computational effort could be minimized considerably. However, the closeness to optimality and consistency need to be established with further research.
